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Download free National geographic readers
giraffes Copy
explore the african savanna with giraffes in this exciting reader packed with beautiful and engaging photos kids
will learn all about these amazing animals this level 1 reader is carefully leveled for an early independent
reading or read aloud experience perfect to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow discusses the
facts habits and behaviors of giraffes national geographic primary readers is a high interest series of beginning
reading books that have been developed in consultation with education experts the books pair magnificent
national geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children s book authors across four reading levels
level 2 becoming fluentthese books are a good match for kids who are developing reading stamina and enjoy a
longer book they are ideal for readers of green orange and turquoise books explore the african savanna with
giraffes in this exciting reader packed with beautiful and engaging photos kids will learn all about these amazing
animals this level 2 reader is carefully levelled for an early independent reading or read aloud experience
perfect to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow explore the amazing animals of africa travel
through the savanna jungle and desert to meet lions elephants giraffes and more animals in this leveled reader
about the most popular african safari animals that s perfect for advanced readers packed with weird but true
facts and tons of animal info this level 3 reader tours the diverse grasslands watering holes rain forests and
deserts of africa get up close to some of the most amazing animals in africa including big cats crocs pangolins
hippos rhinos elephants and more find out how fast a cheetah can sprint how much a croc can fit in its massive
jaws and more wild stuff kids also get an introduction to the importance of animal conservation national
geographic fact readers feature the same expert vetted running text as traditional readers with a bonus of 100
fun facts sprinkled throughout a fact roundup at the end of each book lets kids review what they ve learned plus
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they can impress their friends with their animal expertise safari day dawns on the savanna the african light
gives the sky colors seen nowhere else on earth soon an amazing array of wild animals are yawning screeching
and growling to life meet the elephants lions giraffes zebras hippos and the laughing hyenas of the wilderness
and find out who s friends with whom and why national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common
core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information short rhyming text and up close
photographs take readers on a safari that introduces the wild animals that inhabit the savannah grade 1 student
book an overview of the life and characteristics of giraffes and a look at the ways in which they are alike and
different some animals have stripes some have spots and some have both explore the difference between spots
and stripes as you meet many animals with marvelous markings stripes are long and spots are round but there
s so much more to them than that in this adorable pre reader see how a baby okapi follows its mom s stripes to
travel through the forest learn how giraffes can tell each other apart by their differently shaped spots discover
how deer emu and tigers use the patterns on their bodies to hide in their environment and more perfect for kids
who are ready to read with an adult national geographic pre readers include simple expert vetted text and large
engaging photos on every page a vocabulary tree at the beginning of the book introduces kids to key words in
concept groups helping kids make connections between words plus a wrap up activity gives kids a chance to
use what they ve learned while expanding their understanding of the animal world new readers will want to read
stripes and spots over and over again as they begin to recognize some of the awesome patterns on animals skin
or fur bold colors easy to read text and oversized striking photos introduce young readers to the giraffe readers
will discover the giraffe s unique body features diet social behavior habitat predators ways of defense and
threats to its survival in addition readers will learn about the life of a baby giraffe from calf to independence
maps highlight giraffe territory fun facts appear throughout and the book closes with a full page of kid friendly
giraffe facts this title will leave readers with a deeper appreciation of the continent of africa and the incredible
giraffe features include a table of contents fun facts maps a glossary with phonetic spellings and an index
aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards big buddy books is an imprint of abdo
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publishing a division of abdo short rhyming text and up close photographs take readers on a safari that
introduces the wild animals that inhabit the savannah allow your readers to get an up close look and enriched
understanding of this graceful powerful large mammal your students will learn about the habitat and daily life of
the gorgeous giraffe giraffes are the tallest land animals on earth and these big creatures have a lot to teach
readers about zoo life through simple text and well chosen photographs beginning readers will love learning
about a day in the life of a giraffe at the zoo from their love of munching leaves to raising their young giraffes
are some of young readers favorite animals to see at the zoo this easy to read nonfiction book tells how tall
giraffes are how their unique body features help them adapt to their habitat and how they survive giraffes are
the tallest land animals on earth and these big creatures have a lot to teach readers about zoo life through
simple text and well chosen photographs beginning readers will love learning about a day in the life of a giraffe
at the zoo from their love of munching leaves to raising their young giraffes are some of young readers favorite
animals to see at the zoo literacy focus vocabulary comparatives possessives comparing and contrasting
recalling and retelling facts math in science focus compares height and weight of a giraffe to common objects
explore the amazing animals of africa travel through the savanna jungle and desert to meet lions elephants
giraffes and more animals in this leveled reader about the most popular african safari animals that s perfect for
advanced readers get to know the tallest animals on earth giraffes in this level 3 reader giraffes have been a
source of interest for thousands of years some were even kept as pets in egypt as the tallest animals on earth
some can be nineteen feet tall giraffes are distinct and their anatomy makes them only more interesting did you
know that giraffes have the same number of neck bones that humans do giraffes also have tongues that are
blue black in color and more than a foot long you can learn all about giraffes in this exciting book these
heartwarming stories of animal babies rescued and nursed back to health by humans will pull at the heart
strings and make kids realize there s a survivor inside all of us this reader is illustrated with adorable
photographs that document these animals recoveries the carefully written text guarantees a successful and
rewarding reading experience for level 1 readers national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common
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core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information zebras are one of africa s most interesting
animals and in this pre reader young readers will learn all about where they live what they eat and how they
survive in the herd perfect for beginning and young readers national geographic pre readers include simple
expert vetted text and large engaging photos on every page a vocabulary tree at the beginning of the book
introduces kids to key words in concept groups helping them make connections between words plus a wrap up
activity gives kids a chance to use what they ve learned while expanding their knowledge of the world an
introduction to the giraffe a wild animal this book looks at the giraffe s physical characteristics its eating habits
its family life and the ways it communicates the book also talks about the conservation of giraffes this book
contains a glossary and an index join this amazing team to learn all about africa s unique wildlife including lions
elephants cheetahs zebras giraffes hippos gorillas rhinos and so many more with so many species showcased
this book leaves no grain of sand unturned and no jungle unexplored inside you ll find animals of all behaviors
shapes and sizes from the tiny bombardier beetle to the sneaky desert viper to mischievous monkeys and
elusive ethiopian wolves brimming with breathtaking and iconic national geographic photographs on every page
and loads of fascinating animal facts readers discover how these animals live and eat the challenges they face
and how to help protect them complete your collection with national geographic kids theultimate book of sharks
follow a zebra throughout the day as it grazes and spends time with its herd in its grassland habitat zebras are
one of africa s most interesting animals and in this pre reader young readers will learn all about where they live
what they eat and how they survive in the herd perfect for beginning and young readers national geographic
pre readers include simple expert vetted text and large engaging photos on every page a vocabulary tree at the
beginning of the book introduces kids to key words in concept groups helping them make connections between
words plus a wrap up activity gives kids a chance to use what they ve learned while expanding their knowledge
of the world an interesting and informative look into the life and behavior of giraffes for young readers this book
covers the physical characteristics habitat family life and behavior of giraffes giraffes are the tallest animals in
the world do your readers know that a giraffe s legs are as tall as a grown man readers find all sorts of fun and
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exciting facts about giraffes in this easy to read text readers learn all about giraffes like where they live how big
they are next to a human their body characteristics family life and more meet animals from around the world
with this fun search and find fact book from national geographic kids find it search the busy illustrated scenes to
find over 200 animals from the serengeti to the amazon rainforest the wild arctic to british woodland they are
sure to keep young readers entertained explore it discover amazing facts all about the animals spotted did you
know a giraffe has three hearts that woodpeckers have very long tongues or that scorpions can glow in the dark
with colourful photos and lots of extra activities that kids will love it s the perfect book for kids and grown ups to
enjoy together this revised edition surveys key aspects of giraffes describing the towering mammals
appearance behaviors and habitats a folk tale explains why these creatures have long necks ジェニ デズモンドの人気の動物シ
リーズ第三弾 meet cuttlefish that can camouflage themselves octopuses that outsmart their predators and squid that
patrol the deep in this cool fact filled reader learn everything you ve ever wanted to know about cephalopods
from inking to hunting to coconut carrying squish along with squid camouflage with cuttlefish and marvel at
magnificent octopuses packed with weird but true facts and tons of cool animal info this level 3 reader explores
the incredible world of cephalopods national geographic fact readers feature the same expert vetted running
text as traditional readers with a bonus of 100 fun facts sprinkled throughout a fact roundup at the end of each
book lets kids review what they ve learned plus they can impress their friends with their animal expertise these
heartwarming stories of animal babies rescued and nursed back to health by humans will pull at the heart
strings and make kids realize there s a survivor inside all of us this reader is illustrated with adorable
photographs that document these animals recoveries the carefully written text guarantees a successful and
rewarding reading experience for level 1 readers national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common
core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information この世でたったひとつのあなただけの物語がはじまるわ 一人の赤ちゃんが生まれ
た夜に 風や雨がその名前をささやき お月さまは朝まで輝き ホッキョクグマは夜明けまで踊りつづけました それはすべてあなたを祝福してくれているから 命のたいせつさを教えたい子どもへの読み聞かせに
また たいせつなことを忘れかけた大人にも 犬は一体何を考え 行動している 人類学者が自らの飼い犬を長年 観察して解き明かした犬たちの秘密 そこには犬の恋愛沙汰から派閥争い サバイバル 人間への愛情
犬社会の規律など隠された心理世界が広がっていた 太古の昔から人間の良きパートナーであった犬たちの知られざる意外な一面を明かす 米国でも日本でもベストセラーとなった傑作 ようこそ アニマリウム
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へ この博物館は24時間 365日開いていて 子どもから大人まで あらゆる来館者のために 160種を超える動物たちの素晴らしいコレクションが展示されています 展示室を見学しながら 動物がどのよう
に進化したのかを学び 地球には実にさまざまな生き物と環境が存在することを確かめてください さあ 扉を開いて 活気に満ちた動物界を探検しましょう provides an up close look at
giraffes for new readers provided by publisher readers will learn all about baby giraffes including what they eat
and how they fall six feet to the ground when they are born amazing photographs of these super cute animals
are accompanied by fast facts this book supports the next generation science standards on growth and
development of organisms biodiversity and social interactions in animal groups by exploring such details as how
calves learn to stand within a half hour after being born and how they protect themselves in the wild budding
scientists can follow giraffe calves as they grow into independent adults
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National Geographic Readers: Giraffes 2016-07-12 explore the african savanna with giraffes in this exciting
reader packed with beautiful and engaging photos kids will learn all about these amazing animals this level 1
reader is carefully leveled for an early independent reading or read aloud experience perfect to encourage the
scientists and explorers of tomorrow
Giraffes 2016 discusses the facts habits and behaviors of giraffes
Giraffes 2017-10-02 national geographic primary readers is a high interest series of beginning reading books
that have been developed in consultation with education experts the books pair magnificent national
geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children s book authors across four reading levels level 2
becoming fluentthese books are a good match for kids who are developing reading stamina and enjoy a longer
book they are ideal for readers of green orange and turquoise books explore the african savanna with giraffes in
this exciting reader packed with beautiful and engaging photos kids will learn all about these amazing animals
this level 2 reader is carefully levelled for an early independent reading or read aloud experience perfect to
encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow
National Geographic Readers: Roar! 100 Facts About African Animals (L3) 2018-10-09 explore the
amazing animals of africa travel through the savanna jungle and desert to meet lions elephants giraffes and
more animals in this leveled reader about the most popular african safari animals that s perfect for advanced
readers packed with weird but true facts and tons of animal info this level 3 reader tours the diverse grasslands
watering holes rain forests and deserts of africa get up close to some of the most amazing animals in africa
including big cats crocs pangolins hippos rhinos elephants and more find out how fast a cheetah can sprint how
much a croc can fit in its massive jaws and more wild stuff kids also get an introduction to the importance of
animal conservation national geographic fact readers feature the same expert vetted running text as traditional
readers with a bonus of 100 fun facts sprinkled throughout a fact roundup at the end of each book lets kids
review what they ve learned plus they can impress their friends with their animal expertise
National Geographic Readers: Safari 2011-07-12 safari day dawns on the savanna the african light gives
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the sky colors seen nowhere else on earth soon an amazing array of wild animals are yawning screeching and
growling to life meet the elephants lions giraffes zebras hippos and the laughing hyenas of the wilderness and
find out who s friends with whom and why national geographic supports k 12 educators with ela common core
resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information
Safari 2010-03-23 short rhyming text and up close photographs take readers on a safari that introduces the wild
animals that inhabit the savannah
Safari 2015-01-01 grade 1 student book an overview of the life and characteristics of giraffes and a look at the
ways in which they are alike and different
Panorama 2017-12 some animals have stripes some have spots and some have both explore the difference
between spots and stripes as you meet many animals with marvelous markings stripes are long and spots are
round but there s so much more to them than that in this adorable pre reader see how a baby okapi follows its
mom s stripes to travel through the forest learn how giraffes can tell each other apart by their differently
shaped spots discover how deer emu and tigers use the patterns on their bodies to hide in their environment
and more perfect for kids who are ready to read with an adult national geographic pre readers include simple
expert vetted text and large engaging photos on every page a vocabulary tree at the beginning of the book
introduces kids to key words in concept groups helping kids make connections between words plus a wrap up
activity gives kids a chance to use what they ve learned while expanding their understanding of the animal
world new readers will want to read stripes and spots over and over again as they begin to recognize some of
the awesome patterns on animals skin or fur
National Geographic Readers: Stripes and Spots (Pre-Reader) 2023-07-11 bold colors easy to read text
and oversized striking photos introduce young readers to the giraffe readers will discover the giraffe s unique
body features diet social behavior habitat predators ways of defense and threats to its survival in addition
readers will learn about the life of a baby giraffe from calf to independence maps highlight giraffe territory fun
facts appear throughout and the book closes with a full page of kid friendly giraffe facts this title will leave
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readers with a deeper appreciation of the continent of africa and the incredible giraffe features include a table
of contents fun facts maps a glossary with phonetic spellings and an index aligned to common core standards
and correlated to state standards big buddy books is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo
Giraffes 2012-01-01 short rhyming text and up close photographs take readers on a safari that introduces the
wild animals that inhabit the savannah
Safari 2015-01-01 allow your readers to get an up close look and enriched understanding of this graceful
powerful large mammal your students will learn about the habitat and daily life of the gorgeous giraffe
Giraffes 2009-08-15 giraffes are the tallest land animals on earth and these big creatures have a lot to teach
readers about zoo life through simple text and well chosen photographs beginning readers will love learning
about a day in the life of a giraffe at the zoo from their love of munching leaves to raising their young giraffes
are some of young readers favorite animals to see at the zoo
Giraffes at the Zoo 2015-07-15 this easy to read nonfiction book tells how tall giraffes are how their unique body
features help them adapt to their habitat and how they survive
Giraffes 2013-08-01 giraffes are the tallest land animals on earth and these big creatures have a lot to teach
readers about zoo life through simple text and well chosen photographs beginning readers will love learning
about a day in the life of a giraffe at the zoo from their love of munching leaves to raising their young giraffes
are some of young readers favorite animals to see at the zoo
Jirafas / Giraffes at the Zoo 2015-07-15 literacy focus vocabulary comparatives possessives comparing and
contrasting recalling and retelling facts math in science focus compares height and weight of a giraffe to
common objects
Giraffes 2004 explore the amazing animals of africa travel through the savanna jungle and desert to meet lions
elephants giraffes and more animals in this leveled reader about the most popular african safari animals that s
perfect for advanced readers
Roar! 2020-06 get to know the tallest animals on earth giraffes in this level 3 reader giraffes have been a source
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of interest for thousands of years some were even kept as pets in egypt as the tallest animals on earth some
can be nineteen feet tall giraffes are distinct and their anatomy makes them only more interesting did you know
that giraffes have the same number of neck bones that humans do giraffes also have tongues that are blue
black in color and more than a foot long you can learn all about giraffes in this exciting book
Giraffes 2016-07-19 these heartwarming stories of animal babies rescued and nursed back to health by humans
will pull at the heart strings and make kids realize there s a survivor inside all of us this reader is illustrated with
adorable photographs that document these animals recoveries the carefully written text guarantees a
successful and rewarding reading experience for level 1 readers national geographic supports k 12 educators
with ela common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information
National Geographic Readers: Saving Animal Babies 2013-04-09 zebras are one of africa s most
interesting animals and in this pre reader young readers will learn all about where they live what they eat and
how they survive in the herd perfect for beginning and young readers national geographic pre readers include
simple expert vetted text and large engaging photos on every page a vocabulary tree at the beginning of the
book introduces kids to key words in concept groups helping them make connections between words plus a
wrap up activity gives kids a chance to use what they ve learned while expanding their knowledge of the world
A Zebra’s Day (Pre-Reader) (National Geographic Readers) 2020-05-14 an introduction to the giraffe a wild
animal this book looks at the giraffe s physical characteristics its eating habits its family life and the ways it
communicates the book also talks about the conservation of giraffes this book contains a glossary and an index
Giraffe 2018-05 join this amazing team to learn all about africa s unique wildlife including lions elephants
cheetahs zebras giraffes hippos gorillas rhinos and so many more with so many species showcased this book
leaves no grain of sand unturned and no jungle unexplored inside you ll find animals of all behaviors shapes and
sizes from the tiny bombardier beetle to the sneaky desert viper to mischievous monkeys and elusive ethiopian
wolves brimming with breathtaking and iconic national geographic photographs on every page and loads of
fascinating animal facts readers discover how these animals live and eat the challenges they face and how to
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help protect them complete your collection with national geographic kids theultimate book of sharks
The Ultimate Book of African Animals 2021-08-17 follow a zebra throughout the day as it grazes and spends
time with its herd in its grassland habitat zebras are one of africa s most interesting animals and in this pre
reader young readers will learn all about where they live what they eat and how they survive in the herd perfect
for beginning and young readers national geographic pre readers include simple expert vetted text and large
engaging photos on every page a vocabulary tree at the beginning of the book introduces kids to key words in
concept groups helping them make connections between words plus a wrap up activity gives kids a chance to
use what they ve learned while expanding their knowledge of the world
National Geographic Readers: a Zebra's Day (Pre-Reader) 2020 an interesting and informative look into
the life and behavior of giraffes for young readers this book covers the physical characteristics habitat family life
and behavior of giraffes
Giraffes 2017-06-10 giraffes are the tallest animals in the world do your readers know that a giraffe s legs are as
tall as a grown man readers find all sorts of fun and exciting facts about giraffes in this easy to read text
Giraffes Up Close 2009-01-16 readers learn all about giraffes like where they live how big they are next to a
human their body characteristics family life and more
You Think You Know Giraffes 2008-11-01 meet animals from around the world with this fun search and find
fact book from national geographic kids find it search the busy illustrated scenes to find over 200 animals from
the serengeti to the amazon rainforest the wild arctic to british woodland they are sure to keep young readers
entertained explore it discover amazing facts all about the animals spotted did you know a giraffe has three
hearts that woodpeckers have very long tongues or that scorpions can glow in the dark with colourful photos
and lots of extra activities that kids will love it s the perfect book for kids and grown ups to enjoy together
Giraffe 2014 this revised edition surveys key aspects of giraffes describing the towering mammals appearance
behaviors and habitats a folk tale explains why these creatures have long necks
Giraffes at the Zoo 2014-09-26 ジェニ デズモンドの人気の動物シリーズ第三弾
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Animals Find It! Explore It! 2021-04-14 meet cuttlefish that can camouflage themselves octopuses that outsmart
their predators and squid that patrol the deep in this cool fact filled reader learn everything you ve ever wanted
to know about cephalopods from inking to hunting to coconut carrying squish along with squid camouflage with
cuttlefish and marvel at magnificent octopuses packed with weird but true facts and tons of cool animal info this
level 3 reader explores the incredible world of cephalopods national geographic fact readers feature the same
expert vetted running text as traditional readers with a bonus of 100 fun facts sprinkled throughout a fact
roundup at the end of each book lets kids review what they ve learned plus they can impress their friends with
their animal expertise
The Giraffe 1992 these heartwarming stories of animal babies rescued and nursed back to health by humans
will pull at the heart strings and make kids realize there s a survivor inside all of us this reader is illustrated with
adorable photographs that document these animals recoveries the carefully written text guarantees a
successful and rewarding reading experience for level 1 readers national geographic supports k 12 educators
with ela common core resources visit natgeoed org commoncore for more information
Giraffes 1984 この世でたったひとつのあなただけの物語がはじまるわ 一人の赤ちゃんが生まれた夜に 風や雨がその名前をささやき お月さまは朝まで輝き ホッキョクグマは夜明けまで踊りつづけ
ました それはすべてあなたを祝福してくれているから 命のたいせつさを教えたい子どもへの読み聞かせに また たいせつなことを忘れかけた大人にも
ひとまねこざるびょういんへいく 2019-09 犬は一体何を考え 行動している 人類学者が自らの飼い犬を長年 観察して解き明かした犬たちの秘密 そこには犬の恋愛沙汰から派閥争い サバイバル 人間へ
の愛情 犬社会の規律など隠された心理世界が広がっていた 太古の昔から人間の良きパートナーであった犬たちの知られざる意外な一面を明かす 米国でも日本でもベストセラーとなった傑作
ゾウ 2019-10-08 ようこそ アニマリウム へ この博物館は24時間 365日開いていて 子どもから大人まで あらゆる来館者のために 160種を超える動物たちの素晴らしいコレクションが展示
されています 展示室を見学しながら 動物がどのように進化したのかを学び 地球には実にさまざまな生き物と環境が存在することを確かめてください さあ 扉を開いて 活気に満ちた動物界を探検しましょう
National Geographic Readers: Ink! (L3) 2013-04-09 provides an up close look at giraffes for new readers
provided by publisher
National Geographic Readers: Saving Animal Babies 2009-03-30 readers will learn all about baby giraffes
including what they eat and how they fall six feet to the ground when they are born amazing photographs of
these super cute animals are accompanied by fast facts this book supports the next generation science
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standards on growth and development of organisms biodiversity and social interactions in animal groups by
exploring such details as how calves learn to stand within a half hour after being born and how they protect
themselves in the wild budding scientists can follow giraffe calves as they grow into independent adults
あなたが生まれた夜に 2011-06
犬たちの隠された生活 2016-08
アニマリウム 2009-01-16
Giraffes Up Close 2019-07-15
How Giraffes Grow Up
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